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Ecosystems: An Idea Whose Time Has Come

Commenting on the challenge of corona virus Germany’s 
President, Frank Walter Steinmeier, summed up the new 
reality perfectly:

“No single entity covers the medical, economic, and 
political elements required to produce a vaccine for all.”

Whether it is keeping your supply chains moving, 
redeploying your staff to new roles, or pivoting your 
business model, companies across the world are coming 
to see the quality and depth of the partner ecosystems 
are critical.

Innovative responses require access to the capabilities of 
an ecosystem of partners, drawing on know-how and 
capacity in a wide variety of related industries. 



In Part, Because of New Challenges in the 21st Century 

Competitive Environment

From: To:

Standardised product and services 

produced in homogeneous volume

Complex, customer-driven and integrated

solutions where value is influenced by the 

broader context

Necessary capabilities and knowledge 

in a few, large-scale locations

Relevant capabilities and knowledge 

diverse and dispersed among potential 

players scattered around the globe

Linear growth targets with limited 

uncertainties

Volatile market environment with high 

uncertainty

High value of incumbency Incumbents and even leaders threatened

Communication costs high and 

bandwidth and efficiency low

Communication costs falling and 

bandwidth and efficiency rising 

exponentially



Traditional Approaches Don’t Seem to Hold the Answers

Traditional vertically-integrated firms with well-defined supply 
chains are often un-suited to the current challenges:

Not suited to customer-driven solutions requiring complex 
uncertain combinations of diverse and dispersed knowledge

Not easy to quickly and flexibly reconfigure in the face of a 
volatile environment

Markets composed of many participants acting independently 
and myopically in response to price signals lack necessary
co-ordination

Fail when trying to exchange and share of complex, 
combinations of diverse and dispersed messy knowledge



Harnessing and Leading Your Business Ecosystem Offers 

Important Benefits in the Current Environment:

Developing your ecosystem can help you successfully tackle some of the 

pressing challenges business leaders face today:

➢ The dilemma of meeting rising customer demands while keeping your 

company focused on what it does best;

➢ The challenge of delivering more innovation, faster; and

➢ The need to make your organisation more agile.

Business ecosystems can deliver more innovation because they access a

wider range of ideas, experiences, and capabilities through a multitude of 

partners than is available to any company alone

Ecosystem strategies can also help your organisation become more agile 

because leveraging an ecosystem enables you to harness the power of a 

large, dynamic, and partly self-organising network 



So What is a Business Ecosystem?

“A business ecosystem is a network 
of organisations and individuals that 
co-evolve their capabilities and roles 
and align their investments so as to 

create additional value and/or 
improve efficiency”

Moore, J.H., “Predators and Prey: A New Ecology of 
Competition”, Harvard Business Review, May/June, 1993.



Ecosystem Strategies are Particularly Useful When You 

Need to Achieve 3 Things:

• Realise an uncertain vision

➢ You clearly see the potential value that can be created, but 

what it will take to unlock it is complicated and uncertain

➢ E.g. moving from making cars to “mobility solutions”

• Unleash learning

➢ Bring together diverse capabilities and knowledge that 

unleashes learning for you and your partners

• Enable organic flexibility

➢ The ecosystem continually reconfigures itself as it evolves, 

catalysed, nudged and led by the lead firm
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“Primitive” Ecosystem Forms Often Fall Short

Hub and Spoke

Structures

Your

Company

Joint Lab.

University 

Partnership

Customer 

Partnership

Consortium
Joint 

Venture

Equity

Partnership

Pure Platforms and

Two-Sided Markets



… Because They Lack Sufficient Interaction Between
Partners – Which is Key to Innovation and Flexibility

E.g. The Key to Innovation in

Amazon Web Services are the Partner

Ecosystems around the platform



Only “Fully Fledged” Ecosystems With the Right 
Leadership Can Deliver The Key Benefits:

Joint learning and co-ordinated investment 

by bringing together partners with diverse 

capabilities

Enabling the ecosystem leader to 

accelerate innovation

Fostering flexibility, thus enabling partners 

to synchronise adjustments in their 

activities to changing circumstances
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Ecosystem Strategies are Rewriting the Rules of Competition

Competitive 

Advantage

Corporate 

Competition

Ecosystem 

Competition

Cost Leadership Internal economies of scale Network economies among 

across partners

Differentiation Innovation based on R&D 

and internal capabilities; 

the power of your 

marketing and brand 

building

Innovation based on 

learning generated across 

the ecosystem; magnifying 

your brand using the halo 

effect of partners’ brands

Focus Focus by streamlining the 

offering and product range

Focus by co-opting partners

to broaden the offering

Agility Organisational change 

management and 

restructuring

Harnessing the ecosystem’s 

self-organisation capabilities



“OK, But  I Can’t Specify and Control My Ecosystem”

No, But You Can Catalyse, Shape and 

Lead Your Ecosystem

• Back in the 1950s, when most companies felt 

themselves to be largely at the mercy of market 

forces over which they had little control, the idea of 

developing a strategy to shape their future probably 

seemed radical

• Today forward-thinking companies are gaining 

success by powerfully shaping the formation of 

business ecosystems around them that help make 

them more successful and their businesses more 

innovative



We Studied a Variety of Different Industries To Work Out 

How to Develop and Lead an Ecosystem

• Alibaba Taobao

• Thomson Reuters 
(Refinitiv)

• The Guardian

• Amazon Web 
Services (AWS)

• Rolls Royce 
Singapore

• Athenahealth 
(Veritas Capital)

• ARM (Softbank)

• Dassault Systemes

• … and many other 
smaller case 
examples



So How Does a Potential Ecosystem Leader Go About It?

Promoting the  discovery of potential new value

Kick-starting the ecosystem

Growing the ecosystem

Stimulating innovation and learning in the ecosystem

Enhancing productivity

Monetising value in the ecosystem

Leading the ecosystem



Growth Through the Power of Ecosystems: 

➢ Founded in November 1990 as Advanced RISC 

Machines Ltd.

➢ Just $3.2 million of capital and 12 engineers in a 

14th Century barn in Cambridge, UK.

➢ Its new CEO, Robin Saxby, convinced the group 

to aim to “become the global standard for RISC 

chips with a target of embedding ARM designs 

into 100 million chips by the year 2000.”

➢ Breakthrough when its design proposal with TI 

was rejected by Nokia as “inadequate”.

➢ Realised that its “customer’s customer” (Nokia) 

– two steps removed in the value chain – needed 

to become a key partner.



This Led to Recruiting Different Types of Partners 

Service

Partners

OEMs

Silicon

Partners

Software

Partners

System

Integrators

Tool

Developers

Training

Partners



“Customers’ Customers”  are the Single Most Important 

Knowledge Source in ARM’s Ecosystem

ARM

Chip Technology

SEMICONDUCTOR

Chip Fabrication

OEM

Product

CONSUMER

MARKET



With Strong Incentives to Join the Ecosystem: 

Type of Partner
(Maybe several steps 

removed in the value chain)

Potential Contribution 

to ARM’s Success (E.g. 

Capability or Knowledge)

Value Proposition for 

Potential Partner to Join

OEMs Knowledge future product 

roadmap

Powerful user value 

proposition (see above)

Silicon Partners Knowledge of future 

technology roadmap

Standardisation opens up 

more potential customers

Software Partners Faster speed to market for 

OEMs using ARM

Huge ecosystem customer 

base, faster innovation

Tool Developers Wide pool of engineers who 

can deploy ARM

Engineer “lock-in”, wide 

availability of training

A Better Value Proposition for Customers and End Users:

✓ Low power use

✓ Lower cost (spreading fixed cost)

✓ Less risk (de-facto standard)

✓ Choice of wafer fabricators

✓ Widely available tools

✓ Faster innovation



Enabling a Huge and Diverse Ecosystem: 

➢ Arm licensees are use in embedded systems, including real-time safety systems (cars), 
biometrics systems (fingerprint sensors, smart TVs, smartwatches, and general-purpose 
processors in smartphones, tablets, laptops, and servers.

➢ As of today, over 150 billion chips with ARM IP have been shipped worldwide.

➢ Acquired by SoftBank Group and its Vision Fund for $32 billion in September 2016.

➢ NVIDIA to acquire Arm Limited from SoftBank Vision (agreed September 2020) at a price of 
$40 billion (subject to regulatory approval).



Ecosystem Thinking Can Help With Innovation and New 

Value Propositions at Different Levels

New

Industries

Product

Bundles

Global

Platforms

Solution

Bundles
Sustainable

Living Offerings



Ecosystem Potential: A Key Question for Discussion

• What kinds of new value 

propositions could 

ecosystem thinking help 

you discover and deliver 

that your company can’t do 

alone?



How Could You Leverage an Ecosystem to Enhance Your 

Company’s Success? (Company specific)

Type of Partner
(E.g. customer’s customer, 

government, market 

maker)

Potential Contribution 

to Your Success (E.g. 

Capability or Knowledge)

Value Proposition for 

Potential Partner

New or Improved Value Proposition for Your Customers:

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………….



Who Are The Key Potential Partners Necessary For Your 

Extended Ecosystem to Deliver Value? (Company specific)

Your

Company

???

???

??? ???

???

???

???



Roles of an Ecosystem Leader

Kick-starting the ecosystem

Growing the ecosystem

Stimulating innovation and learning in the ecosystem

Enhancing productivity

Monetising value in the ecosystem

Leading the ecosystem



Kickstarting the Ecosystem

✓ Invest to  demonstrate that you believe in 

the ecosystem 

✓ Co-opt foundation customers 

✓ Develop and share a roadmap for the 

ecosystem

✓ Communicate partner value propositions

✓ Shrink the entry barriers

✓ Encourage partners to invest in the 

ecosystem



Good Foundation Customers: Not Always Today’s Biggest!

✓ They recognise an opportunity for which no  
existing suppliers has a solution

✓ They are willing to put in some time towards
co-developing a new innovation

▪ Usually in exchange for “first mover advantage”
or a period of exclusivity

▪ Has to make sense for their business

✓ They have significant volume potential

✓ They recognise they will be imitated, but compete
by staying ahead of the game



A Roadmap Helps Provide a Common Reference to 
Coordinate Investments by Ecosystem Partners



You Also Need a Clear and Compelling Value Proposition 

For Each Partner: Why Should They Join?

Google Maps Partner Value Proposition:

• “Google maps and associated infrastructure acts 

as an innovation hub where potential partners can 

create new applications that incorporate elements 

of Google functionality”

• “Partners can easily test and launch 

applications and have them hosted in Google 

World that has 150 million users globally.”



Shrink the Entry Barriers While Maintaining Quality

Quality

Barriers to Joining  → Openness



… By Making it Easier For Partners to Join and Interact:

✓ Promoting agreed standards

✓ Standardising interfaces

✓ Evolving the ecosystem roadmap

consistently

✓ Imposing effective sanctions

✓ Reducing set-up costs through

effective knowledge sharing



The Ecosystem Leader Needs to Make Investments That 
Will Encourage Partners to Invest

Moving from “constant”

returns to “increasing

returns” per unit of 

investment



Amazon’s Echo is a Good Example of Investing

to Stimulate Innovation by Partners

• Amazon Sells the Echo hardware at a 

loss estimated at between 10% and 20% 

of the selling price

• More than 120 million Echo’s claimed to 

have been sold

• Amazon also gives Alexa Voice 

Services away for free, meaning a 

developer can integrate Alexa into any 

device with a speaker and microphone

• By 2020 partners had invested in 

developing a over 100,000 “Skills” that 

deliver value to users

• Alexa is already available in Audi, BMW, 

Ford, and Toyota vehicles



… And Carefully Manage the Flows of Knowledge

Within the Ecosystem

Lead Firm Ecosystem Partners

K
n

o
w

le
d

g
e

 S
ta

tu
s

Proprietary

Shared

Knowledge Distribution

Shared Among

Partners
Shared by

Lead Firm

Captured by

Lead Firm

Captured by

Partners

Sharing

Innovation



Enhancing Ecosystem Productivity

✓ Write contracts that focus on high level 

outcome, leave room for flexibility, are 

perceived to be fair across the ecosystem 

and are clear about dispute resolution

✓ Create portals to smooth the path of data 

exchange between the ecosystem leader, 

its partners and among its partners

✓ Codify some of the complex and tacit 

knowledge so that it can be exchanged 

more efficiently



Monetising Value in the Ecosystem

You must ensure that the ecosystem 
delivers more value to the end user 
than any company can provide 
alone.

You need to identify a keystone: 
some element of or activity in the 
ecosystem that you can own and 
control, which the ecosystem needs 
to create value for customers.

You must set up the right tollgates, 
in the right places, through which 
you can collect a share of the 
customer value that the ecosystem 
creates
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Possible Tollgates in the Ecosystem

• License fees – simple to implement, but may 
discourage partners from joining

• Royalties and transaction fees – embody a 
powerful proposition: “the more you earn, the more I 
earn” but partners may worry that the total costs may 
become huge over time

• Selling value-added services – helps to keep down 
costs of joining, but dissuades partners from 
deepening their involvement in ways that could be 
valuable

• Using data and knowledge to create new profit 
streams – mostly pure upside, except for potential 
competition with partners

€

£

$



Ecosystem Leadership: Beyond Command and Control

• Learn to lead beyond the boundaries of 

the organisation – people who don’t 

work for you -- incentivise!

• Accept Less control and predictability –

Nudge!

• Work harder to align different activities 

and capabilities

• Manage shared learning and higher risk 

of knowledge and IP leakage

• Work harder on where to extract profit 

and accept that more of it is shared



Ecosystem Leadership:  A Key Question for Discussion

How would you need need to 

change your organisation 

structure and processes to 

work effectively with your 

ecosystem?



Restructure Your Organisation to Work With the Ecosystem

• Ruthlessly focus Your 
organisation on what it does 
best – let partners do the rest!

• Build an organisation that can 
interface effectively with external 
partners

• Monitor the health of the 
ecosystem

• Ready employees for effective 
co-opetition



Finally, Always Keep in Mind the Rationale for 
Developing an Ecosystem:

Joint learning and new value for users

by bringing together partners with diverse 

capabilities

Enabling you to accelerate innovation

Increased flexibility as partners adjust 

their activities to changing circumstances, 

and new partners join
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For More On This Topic:

www.ecosystemedge.com

http://www.ecosystemedge.com/


Professor Peter Williamson

p.williamson@jbs.cam.ac.uk

www.ecosystemedge.com
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